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The cover of the June 1968 Texas Gaver featured
Lee Warrington giving Danny McDonald a helping hand
at the lip of Devil's Sinkhole during a trip by cavers
from the University of Texas, Texas A&I, Texas Tech
San Angelo and Balcones grottos.
'
Inside, James Reddell and William Russell gwe a
report on Project Push's dye test results at Powell ; and
Neel's caves. The results confirmed that the stre m in
Powell's and in Neel's are the same waterway an• that
the water finally emerges at the Lakeside Spring. 1 the
same issue, Reddell also described cavernous rock ~ rata,
which he called speleifers.
Cavers made a trip on March 24, 1968 to Bat 0ave
and Collier's Cave in the Sierra Diablo near Van [orn.
James H . Estes advocated making a cave-landowll! sur·
vey that would give cavers a better rapport with · 1nch·
ers and perhaps help locate more caves.
TSA Grotto News contained information on stes,
George Gray and Bart Crisman of Abilene-whi cl produced the Oaver-Craig and Steve Bittinger an < Gill
Ediger of the Texas A&I grotto, and Pete Li1 sley,
Chuck Larsen, John McNutt and others of the I ·!lasFort Worth Grotto .
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Fear and Loathing at
Golondrinas:
T he Awesome Expedition
by Jay Jorden
The gaping, black maw of Sotano de las Golondrinas beckoned from south of the Mexican border. For
almost a month, telephone calls had linked cavers in four
states to plan this Thanksgiving trip. Expatriate Texans
Kerry and Sharon invited their DFW caving friends. Jim
had procured 1,500 feet of PMI for the second-deepest
freefall pit in the world. Down in the Lone Star State,
Andy set aside 600 feet of PMI for Guaguas. Cavers were
putting finishing touches on vertical rigs and packing for
a week and more in Mexico.
On Friday afternoon, Nov. 20, 1987, two groups left
the St. Louis area. The first was comprised of Sharon,
Kerry and Chuck. The second included all other Missouri
and Illinois cavers, except for those in Jim's van who
were to meet us south of the border. The first two vehicles arrived in Tulsa at about 2 a.m. Saturday, Nov. 21,
where Dave and Brenda joined with a third vehicle.
All drove the entire night to Dallas, arriving at
about 1 a.m. at Jay's house. Bobby drove over to meet
the group, which caravaned south, stopping along the
way in an unsuccessful search for an early Tex-Mex
breakfast. But, overcome by hunger 60 miles later, all
stopped to eat at Carl's Corner. The $1.99 special was
deemed the favorite .
The caravan- consisting by now of Chuck's Blazer,
Bob's Bronco and trailer and Dave's Silverado - rolled
into San Marcos about 1:30 p.m. After a stop and a long
wait for a train, we searched out Andy's acreage off Hays
County Road 222. Andy , who had been visiting a neighbor, began the task of packing, so the rest of the group
then spent the afternoon collecting more gear and groceries. The group toured Andy's house, under construction , and grounds, which included his dig at a cave lead .
Cavers began constructing a sauna and cooking fajitas
before spending the night in San Marcos under starry
skies. The evening grew chilly and all retired.
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stopped at a deposito along the Inter-American Highway
for cerveza and ice. The plan was to meet the group in
Jim's van at Nacimiento del Rio Mante. They had overnighted at San Antonio. We saw one of their group at
the border.
The peso, which had recently taken a dive against
the dollar, was not at its most attractive devalued rate.
On Friday, the peso had stood at about 2,700 to a dollar. At the border, we could find no better exchange rate
than 2,000. Banks in the interior traded as much as
2,250.
The cavers stopped at a P-ollo Loco fast-food restaurant in Sabinas Hidalgo , then drove through Linares and
Ciudad Victoria, arriving at Cd . Mante about 1:30 a.m.
We found the winding dirt road through sugar cane
fields that led to the Nacimiento del R io Mante and
camped. Some folks were energetic enough to bathe in
the cool cave water that night; others waited until the

Sunday, Nov. 22
Arising before dawn, the group left for the border,
stopping for more gear in metropolitan San Marcos and
then driving to Bill Steele's home in San Antonio and a
Taco Cabana-style restaurant for breakfast. After a stop
for insurance papers and phone calls in Laredo, we made
a relatively uneventful border crossing about noon, then

Valin SCh""'81er be11ns tbe climb
below. Jr.Y Jorden photo.

tram tbe bottom or Golondrlnas wltb Jim Sberrell
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hot sun beat down in the morning . Many made camp
under refresco stand awnings at the park as jungle birds
and night insects serenaded them.
Monday, Nov. 23

A muggy coastal morning greeted us at the shores
of the vast spring, where a recent cave dive reached
about -500 feet, with no end in sight. Photos were taken
from a nearby promontory . Several cavers, encouraged
by temperatures in the low 80s, took swims before the
drive to Cd . Valles. On the road out, cavers marveled at
how locals had channeled the great volume of the resurgence into canals and dams for irrigation.
On the road to Valles, we stopped in a mountain
pass to view Cueva de El Abra, with a prominent
entrance on the mountainside. We climbed to it via a
steep trail , avoiding a scree slope at its base. Though the
cave could be negotiated to a skylight without using a
lamp , it was AWESOME. We noted the shrieking swallows inhabiting its highly vaulted entrance, 70 feet high
by 60 feet wide. The passage height increased inside to
about 140 fe et.
Further inside rose the skylight, which offers a drop
of about 300 feet from the surface. The dome pit intersects the passage about 600 feet from the main entrance.
Intersecting the passage just after an 89-foot drop is a
245-foot free drop . The cave's lower section extends in
both directions from the dome pit.
The cave, which is a little more than 1,450 feet
long, is 389 feet deep.
Photos were taken , including those of the vista to
the highway below that wound down to the valley.
In Valles, after gassing up, we signed in at the
AMOS logbook at the Cafe de Don Juan. The waitress
served up a hot milanesa, a Mexican chicken-fried steak,
with potatoes and beans, for about $1.80. Since the
banks closed at 1:30 p.m., several cavers raced to the
square to change pesos.
The group 's logbook entry read in part: "The fall
1987 Meramac Valley Grotto Mexico expedition rolled
through on our way up to Guagas and Golondrinas. We
have 20 folks from Illinois, Missouri , Oklahoma and
Texas. Camped last night at Nacimiento del Mante and
saw Cueva de El Abra this morning ... "
From Valles, we drove to Aquismon to secure a permit for the big bird pits. We attempted to find the jefe,
who according to the policia, was at the local clinic,
t ending to a girl who had been bitten by a green snake.
We spent the time waiting for him to return home (the
municipal offices were closed) by mailing postcards and
shopping. At one point along the way, Dave had stopped
for a roadside sale of tangerines. Great mounds of orange
beckoned : only 1,000 pesos for 100 tangerines. We had
received our Vitamin C for almost the entire trip!
Onward the caravan pressed, returning to the main
highway , then making the turnoff again at El Limoncito
and driving up a rough, two-year-old dirt road to the
village of San Isidro in the mountains, where a
thatched-roof, roadside pavilion awaited our sleeping
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bags. Of course, our arrival - unannounced, after dark .
necessitated talks with locals to finalize accommodatioru
for the night and portage of rope the next day. The
cavers, within minutes, became the best show in town
with many children and later, adults, ringing th e pavi:
lion to watch.
While Sharon and Andy walked up the hill from
San Isidro to visit officials, Chuck and Jay drove up the
road toward Tampajal to check out other campgrouna
possibilities. On the outskirts of Tampajal , they pickea
up a man who lived in San Isidro and offered a couple ol
rooms in his house to the cavers. Sr. Hernandez was very
gracious and, along with the pavilion rental which Andi
and Sharon secured, accommodations were found for all
20 cavers. A bout of tequila-drinking with tangerine
chasers followed .
Meanwhile, the cringe dogs joined the sp ec tators
around the pavilion as stoves were fired up for chili ana
hot dogs. Several dogs had to be urged off the pavilion's
concrete floor with swift kicks, but kept returning. Six
cavers walked down the hill to Sr. Hernandez' dwelling,
where they slept on concrete floors amid the crowing ol
roosters and sporadic rooting by a pig or two .
Tuesday, Nov. 24

A gray light greeted us, filtering through the
banana trees and palms around the huts and roosters
sounded. It was time for breakfast and packing for verti·
cal work. Amazingly, the locals were already in place,
gazing at our feverish preparations .
The hike to Hoya de Guaguas wound upwara

O.ver rappeWng Into Golondrlnas. Jay Jorden pboto.
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through karst pinnacles overgrown with coffee plants,
palms and a profusion of flowers, including poin~ettias, daisies and bougainvilleas. Two Mexicans carried
Jim's long PMI rope, still spooled, with a stick through
its spoke. Cavers dodged to avoid the mala mujer and
stinging nettle which protruded onto the trail.
Last year, when Kerry, Sharon and others had
visited the pit, only three of eight had descended. Andy
quipped that many would again be blown away by the
imposing size of the entrance. However, all but two of
the 20 made the descent.
~arious

Jim oolllng his long rope. Ja,y Jorden plaolo.

There it stood on the side of the mountain like a
meteor crater, or looking like a giant backhoe had dug
an oversize mine shaft on the slope. Guaguas, with an
entrance about 100 feet wide and about 250 feet long, is
more than 1,400 feet deep. It has been No. 19 on the
AMCS deep caves list.
After marveling at the awesome entrance, cavers
noticed that loose rocks with which to time the pitfall
were a rarity nearby. Several tosses confirmed with faint
booms, however, that the bottom was way down there .
While Andy began rigging two ropes at the low side of
the pit (498 feet), Jay led two porters to the high side
(680 feet) with the long rope and began rigging. He and
several others rappelled the high side on the virgin PMI.
About four acres of steeply sloping land lies at the
bottom of the drop. Cavers traversed the terrain - alternately moss-covered rock and feather-littered guano -
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while the others arrived. Then, Andy led a group
comprised of Kerry, Valin, Marty, Bob and Jay to the
bottom of the cave. They climbed down a steep breakdown series, sometimes single-file in order to protect
those below from rocks, before coming to a drop which
they rigged with a 200 foot rope as a handline. At the
top of the drop were numerous bolts, some of which had
no hangers and others that were broken off. A suitable
rigging point and backup were found for the climbdown.
The acoustics and other characteristics of the cave
changed as we entered this second room, with its own
·vaulted ceiling and immense
proportions. Rockfalls echoed
off down the slope and we made
our way around its perimeter
and stood finally at the top of
another breakdown slope.
The
marvels
below
prompted Andy to joke, "This
changed the nature of this trip
from a tourist bop to ... science!"
A couple of tripods were
produced and big-room photographs taken, with Andy,
Kerry and Valin shooting flashbulbs at the bottom of the
slope for the others. It was a
truly awesome room.
When the cavers again
climbed to the entrance room,
they found Bob climbing the
680 out of the pit and others
readying to tandem out of the
low side. The afternoon light
was fading fast. When Bob
arrived topside, the long rope
was pulled out and carried
back to the trucks by locals. A
team comprised of Sharon and
Jay climbed the PMI out. The
ascent took about 40 minutes.
Sharon's only complaint was that Jay, who was above,
kept dripping sweat on her! In the dim distance, lamps
illuminated massive walls and ledges seemingly inching
by, but the cavers noted steady progress.
It was wonderful to unclip from the rope and sit on
the karst rocks, surveying the stars through the partly
cloudy sky. The night sounds had taken over in this jungle scape. Some electric lamps had run out of charge and
carbides were fired up to light the way back to camp.
We returned about 10 p.m. to face more cold cerveza,
some day-old chili and simmering hot dogs. The original
plan had been to leap into the trucks and drive up the
road toward Golondrinas, but most felt indisposed to do
so. They elected instead to pull out sleeping bags and
pads, toss them under the pavilion and flop onto them.
Of course, more locals and the omnipresent, ever-hungry
cringe dogs arrived , encircling the camp . A darling pre-
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school daughter of Sr. Hernandez asked if we wanted to
spend another night in her home. I remembered that I
had left my toothpaste there .
So, as the cervezas were each in turn drawn from
the coolers and the last of the meal eaten, one by one the
cavers bedded down for the night under the thatched
roof to sleep, perchance to dream of the Big G .
Wednesday, Nov. 25
In another predawn frenzy, the early part of G Day
was spent hurriedly packing the trucks for the blast up
the mountain road. It was 6 a .m. or so as cavers stumbled , bleary-eyed, around camp, picking up stray pieces
of ge.ar and supplies. AB the sun was rising, we were off,
pausmg only long enough to take photos of the fogshrouded canyons we had climbed above on the way up
near the Sopope area. Brilliant purple flowers and, at
one house, daisies blanketed part of the view. More coffee
plants grew in abundance and, everywhere, beans were
drying in the sun .
The caravan stopped at a church where more photos were t aken and a local told us we had driven one
kilometer too far. We turned the vehicles around and
r eturned to La Union, a community consisting of a
refresco stand and several houses perched above the road
on the mountainside. Below the road, a steep trail,
flagged with stones, angled off, descending the mountain.
This was the road to Golondrinas.
Since no one had really had much of a breakfast
and all were still fairly tired from Guaguas, a meal was
~ooked by the side of the road as the previous day's cavmg gear was trotted out. Several pots of coffee and
mounds of eggs later - fresh huevos having been purchased at the last store - cavers were geared up and two
locals had been procured to haul the long rope.
For the last couple of days, a small debate had
ensued on how many would descend the pit. When asked
for a count, several cavers gave tentative nods to the
ide~, while others said they would take their gear and
decide along the way. A few were decidedly against the
rappel.
It was ,. by . near-midday, getting hot and the prospect ?f a h1ke m shorts was an inviting one. The latemormng sky was clear and a faint breeze was blowing as
the long queue of cavers set off, passing several
farmhouses and another coffee-bean outpost before turning back uphill for a short distance. Then the trail dove
between tall karst pinnacles and, there it was ... just like
in the guidebooks. The dark shaft plummeted before our
feet, with a strange, almost magnetic attraction surrounding it. There was a kind of electricity in the air.
The walls of the pit, measuring 205 feet by 160 feet
bell out .ra~idly on all sides below. A drop from any sid~
of the pit IS free. To quote from the AMCS publication
on the pit, "The usual rigging point is 1094 feet (333 .5
m) above the floor, and the maximum drop is 1,235 feet
(3 76.4 m) free-fall. These measurements have a little
mo.r e . meaning when. one realizes that the Empire State
Buildmg would easily fit into this sotano and its top
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would be about level with the high side of the entrance."
Awe,ome.
G?londrinas has been No. 16 on the AMCS deep
caves hst. Several on the trip didn't even want to look
over the edge. Six stalwart souls, one by one, came for.
ward to hang it out on the best - PMI. Jim, the owner
of the rope, was first. He carried a radio headset for
two-way communication. Within about 15 minutes, he
was at the bottom. Second was Richard, then Bobby.
Jay then made the rappel. Valin, 16 and a high-school
junior, followed . Andy rappelled last.
The descent was a slow-motion parachute fro m a
rock ~ky into a green netherworld, almost devoid of per·
spect1ve and landmarks, save a small circle of sky which
quickly grew smaller. The rappel is made into an
immense jug of rock, with a floor of about six acres in
jumbled rock . Near the bottom, the nearest wall is 200
feet away from the rappel. But only here can a tru e per·
spective of the pit be gained . The pit floor is 1,000 feet
long by 440 wide. It consists of several large breakdown
piles, deep-cut streambeds and weathered guano up to
several feet thick. Green parrot and golondrinas feathers
litter the floor.
The pit was discovered by AMCS cavers m
December 1966. With a fissure descending another 500
feet or so past a stream entrance, the swallow pit is con·
sidered one of the deepest in North America.
After all six had rappelled to the bottom we
radioed the news to the surface, using hand-held w~lkie
talkies, and some photos were taken . Jim and Richard
then began climbing out in tandem. It was now about
2:30 p.m. and we estimated that, if a team began
ascending immediately, the last caver would be out
about 9 or 10 p.m., assuming a climb of two hours or so
for each tandem team. Jim was first lead climber.
Equipped with a radio headset and protruding antenna,
he looked somewhat other-worldly. But the radios were
necessary because other distinct voice communication
was impossible, drowned out by echoes.
With such a great length of "static" rope, the
cavers were faced with many feet of stretch . Jim climbed
30 feet but saw that lead diminish greatly when Richard
loaded the rope even further. Minutes later, all were off
the ground and climbing, their silhouettes dwarfed by
the immensity of the pit. The truncated nature of the pit
as it rose gave a misleading perspective to the climbers'
efforts. It did not seem like they were very far up at all
before both shouted
in unison J "Awesome!"
•
•
Counting to three , all the cavers then repeated the
word, which was heard at the surface.
While Jim and Richard climbed the others set off
across the hilly floor of the cave to take more photos and
explore. More parrot and swallow feathers were fo und.
Pens and pencils were stacked upon a rock , but a regis·
ter was missing. A plastic groundcloth stained by boo(,
prints, lay nearby. Atop the small hill' where the rest of
the rope lay coiled, a cane plant had germinated and
grown several feet in the warm sunlight that fi ltered
down . The cavers found the streamlets that drained into
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the deep fissure and marveled at sheets of green moss
in our orders for dinner and were told that folks were
that grew over the breakdown and guano.
trying to round up some cold cerveza and drinks - a
As the cavers ascended to the point where they were
cheering thought that gave encouragement for the climb.
silhouetted against the moon-size hole that was the
Occasionally, a faint light shone down from the rim of
entrance, it was another photo opportunity. Now, it was
the pit. It was someone peering over to see us. In turn,
Valin's and Bobby's turn to get ready for the climb . The
we hit them with our brightest lights. Those on the surfirst caver climbed over the lip at about 4:30 p.m. and
face said later they looked like stars.
the second followed soon thereafter. Valin then mounted
A little more than two hours after they had started,
the rope, followed by Bobby, who was having a little
Valin and Bobby were out. Andy, who had climbed at
trouble tethering his pack. It kept wrapping around the
the bottom of a tandem in Guaguas, was ready to lead. I
rope. That problem solved and a little more bottom tenhad led out of Guaguas and was a little apprehensive
sion, i1e was up, up and away.
·
about following this time. But, as it turned out, there
Andy and I knew we would be climbing in the dark
are benefits and burdens to both positions. On top, the
- a fact that, I had to admit, did not bother me that
bounce seems to be a little hairier to begin with. On the
much. Sure, I had wanted to see the pit, but a one- to
bottom, a climber sometimes spins and faces a big
two-hour aerial viewing
bou~~e from the rest of
was not the biggest
the rope under him as he
thrill , compared to the
nears the top. Also, it's
rappel. Instead, it was
hard to start climbing
without a bottom belay.
work.
It was, as it
It was about 7 p.m.
turned out, a good
Andy climbed up and I
time to be at the botbegan working to get off
tom of t he cave. About
the floor. When I did, I
5 p.m. or so, the swalfaced another problem
lows began returning to
when my chest harness
Golondrinas.
developed
too
much
Thousands of them. At
slack between my chest
breakneck speeds. Like
and the Simmons roller.
miniature fighter pilots
The shoulder straps had
on Star Wars, they
loosened, as it appeared.
swooped over the pit in
I retied them and was. on
swarms, then plummy way.
meted down in a vast
We paused a few
spiral.
times on the way up, but
"We're getting hit
never more than one
up here!" came the cry
minute at a time. Andy
over the radio from the
described the experience
surface. It turned out
as "climbing in outer
that bird guano, not
space." I had my FX2 on
the swallows,
were
low
beam,
which
striking the
cavers
illuminated only the rope
around the edge of the
immediately above and
pit. From the bottom,
below me, and my climbwe could see the dark
ing rig. The walls were
cloud of birds entering
too far away for most of
the pit and circling
the climb. Occasionally, I
slowly down. The flight
C&wtdescmdllll~clelasoua&uas. JlQ"Jorclenpbo&o.
switched on the high
continued long past dark and, as the light from above
beam and the walls seemed very distant indeed! Andy
faded, the raucous cries of birds soon descended to the
climbed 30 feet at a time to minimize bounce; then I Colbottom. Birds roosted all around us and continued their
lowed suit, climbing until his boots came into view. I
calls.
would nudge him and he would climb again. This process
We kept the radio on to monitor the climbers' prorepeated itself, seemingly endlessly, to the point of
gress, since it was now impossible to see them. Valin
exhaustion at some points. But the nice thing was that a
only occasionally switched on his light. Andy, who had
short rest awaited each at the end of his brief climb.
brought a cassette tape player with him, reclined on a
Toward the last half of the climb, I began eagerly lookrock , listening. I used up the last of the film I had
ing forward to these short rests. They enabled me to
brought, then ate through the snacks to get some energy
catch my breath and allow some of the sweat to drip off.
for the climb. A little earlier, on the radio, we had put
At one point, Andy said it looked like we were
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making progress.
"How much further do you think we have?" I
asked.
"I think we have well under 1,000 feet left to
climb," he responded.
There's nothing like encouragement.
But, after about an hour of steady climbing, I
started noticing faint glimmers of rock as I spun slowly
around on the rigid rope. The moonglow soon was
illuminating large rocks and hardy plants which had
grasped a foothold on the ledges.
Several more 30-foot climbs and I saw the edge of
the pit on the horizon, but held back my anticipation. I
found some new strength in my legs. Then Andy
announced, "I'm at the pigtail." Oh, joy.
In an instant, he had switched over to the short
rope for the climb out. I was still on the main rope and
held back so that he could go over the lip. There was
now a warm breeze blowing down the pit, which was
black below me. The climb was now through branches
and leaves to the lip and ... I was over, after clipping my
Jumar above the ledge and unhooking my roller. I lay
panting on the karren. An hour and a half on the rope.
The nylon highway had paved the way to the top.
We had hung it out on the best. It was 9:30 p.m.
Around the edge were an intent group of cavers
who quickly assembled themselves in a line across the
deep karst cracks for the rope haul. AB they struggled
Andy took off his shirt and wrung it out. "Half a pint of
water, I'm sure," he quipped. I found my cache of extra
water in _a second pack and began guzzling it. The jungle
was hum1d and warm and it was good to be back on top
of planet earth.
We got in for the final crack at the rope haul and
then it was out. Incredibly, one porter had stayed to
haul the 1,500-foot length back to the trucks. It was tied
into one bundle and he draped it across his forehead
with the customary headcloth that is used in the region.
Then, he was off, nimbly balancing the load from his
he~d and stepping across the karst pinnacles on a steep
tra1l upward . Amazed, we followed, helping to light his
way . The trail skirted the edge of the pit on its way to
~nd past the high side. The porter had a good trail,
mdeed . Some cavers were having a hard time keeping up
with him, as loaded down as he was. Someone called for
~ rest break. We protested, saying we had to keep some
hght on the man's feet . Within a half-hour after crosscrissing through the forest, we were back on' the familiar
flagging stones of the main trail. Those at the trucks
looked up and saw our lights coming up the hill.
At the ve~icles, there _was no rest for the weary .
After a few mmutes, we p1led in and drove down the
mount~in - a long, dusty ride over lots of bumps that
lasted mto the wee hours of morning.
At about 2:30 a.m ., we arrived at the Xilitla birdhouse, nestled amid thick jungle foliage and cascading
streams. When I awoke, cavers were in the midst of
finding a place - anywhere - to sleep. Sleeping bags were
strewn all along the trail leading to the waterfall. It
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happened that Sharon had accidentally broken a bottl
of tequila in Chuck's truck, which now reeked of alcohole
Everybody from that truck had vacated. Bobby and j
found a deserted shack with a dirt floor and spread out
our ponchos. Sleep came easily as the nearby stream
murmured.
Thursday, Nov. 26
It was Thanksgiving Day in paradise. But to many
people's dismay, some awoke early and beg~n takino
long-awaited baths in the waterfall up the trail from th:
birdhouse. It took three shampoos to remove the cavino
grime! The crystal-clear water falling from 70 or so fee~.
up the hill beat down in a cold rain as cavers stood on
wet rocks, soaping up . Fresh clothes and clean bodies
were a welcome delight.
Most of the grounds of the Xilitla house, a Mexican
government bird sanctuary, are closed to the public,
~xcept fo~ sp~cial tours. But it's possible to circle its perImeter, v1ewmg the waterfalls over fanciful earthworks
and the amazing architecture in concrete that had been
constructed over the years. It is said the mul ti-acre
project's architect still lives in Xilitla. The house, gar·
dens and other buildings were inspired by the works of
author Aldous Huxley.
The . usual complement of photos was tak en as
cavers scampered over the rapids near the house. Work·
men could be heard making repairs iriside the grounds.
One emerged later, saying he was a volunteer and that it
took a lot of work to keep the jungle from encroaching
into the well-manicured grounds.
After a couple of hours rambling around the place,
all decide? to drive to Xilitla for breakfast/ lunch , then
on to M1cos to prepare a Thanksgiving dinner that
couldn't be beat.
The mountain community of about 14,000 inhabi·
tants is built in tiers, surrounded by the prominent
peaks of a karst pinnacle or two. The trucks converged
on the square after it was determined the Restaurante
Goya was closed. Thursday was a day off for many
businesses there. But we found another eatery and the
market and local bank was in full swing. The restaurant
was so small that seating was only available for about
half our group at one time. We ate in shifts, then
dispersed to shop for huaraches machetes food and
other items.
'
'
We departed Xilitla about 2:30 p.m., with the plan
to meet back at Cafe de Don Juan in Valles at 4:30p.m.
We stopped on the way out of town for pictures, then
for more tangerines, and rolled into Valles at the
appointed time. Cavers were running all over town,
making last-minute purchases of food for dinner. No one
had made any logbook entries since our first visit. Pesos
were still trading at 2,250 at the best bank in town,
Banco Mexicano Somex. The local panaderias in town
made money off cavers for bread.
On the way to Valles, Bob's trailer hitch broke. But
he found a place to weld it back together for $3!
We drove north from Valles, making the Micas
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turnoff about 8 miles later and passing through many
small towns on the way to the hydroelectric plant and
resort. The river, flowing through high mountains, goes
over several spectacular travertine waterfalls on its way
through the pass. Overgrown with moss and other
plants, the falls accent the emerald-green water that
plun ges into deep basins at the bottom.
lt was here that we parked the trucks, under
thatched roofs near a refresco stand that sported Pepsis
for 250 pesos. Arriving at dusk, cavers within minutes
had produced kerosene lamps, tables and kitchenware.
Kerry unveiled his smoked turkey and began carving it .
Avocados , potatoes, onions and other veggies were peeled
and sliced, while stuffing was prepared . Two or three
Coleman stov es were produced and everyone got into the
cookin g act. Pumpkin pi es completed the fare . Soon,
dishes wrapped in foil covered the tables.
Kerry offered the appropriate Thanksgiving blessing
and spoons and forks dipped into the bounty . Despite all
the well-prepar ed, exotic dishes in Mexico bought over
the p;1st few days for a song , this was the best meal we
had. Kerry an d Andy split the wishbone.
Afte rward, over tequila and lampglow, diners were
regaleJ with tales of Mexican caving and assorted shaggy
dog stories. One by one, people peeled off to retire in a
thatched hut, with fishheads hanging from the walls. The
moon shone over the clear water and the silence was
deafen ing.
Friday, Nov. 27
The sun filtered through the palms, bringing the
temp erature up quickly. A community breakfast of eggs
and chorizo was prepared. Everyone then ventured
upstream to explore the falls and relax after days of
hard caving.
The swim through shimmering basins and under
cascading falls was delightful. Cavers found a grotto hidden away under the second falls , with cascading water
rushing through two holes in its walls. It was great to sit
in the cool, dark alcove, watching the sunlight glimm er
on the wavelets outside.
A few cavers took the steep falls for a ride, plummeting deep into the water and emerging in the middle
of a whirlpool at the bottom.
After a half-day of fun in th e sun, it was time to
start heading for home. But we plann ed to stop in Valles
on the way and shop some more. And shop we did , visittng all three markets near the square, including the
Indian mercado. Shops sold wooden bowls, belts, hats
and all manner of accessories. We would load up our
bags to overflowing, then return to the truck to dump
them before coming back for more. The border guards
were going to love us.
We ate in a local diner that offered comida corrida,
.
tncluding catfish soup and some spicy bistek mexicana .
The waiter said he had worked in the U.S., picking
ap.ples in Michigan, oranges in Florida and cotton in
Mtssissippi. What a life.
As dusk fell, we set out for home, taking the scenic
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route west of town that led into the mountains. At one
point, our driver had us heading into some kind of
sugarcane plantation. We retraced our steps, descending
a long succession of hairpin turns marked curva peligrosa.

Saturday, Nov. 28
Finally hitting good highway , we rolled into Monterrey, with Bobby at the helm , as the sun rose. It had
been a bleary, bleary night . And, as usual, the Mexico 85
signs that had guided the first part of our journey northward through the Pittsburgh of Mexico mysteriously
vanished, as if some malevolent, misguided chamber of
commerce official had pulled them down to send tourists
off the mark and into an abandoned warehouse district.
Yes, folks , it happen ed . We swore it wouldn 't and that
we would never do it again . But it did . After the obligatory 1 1/ 2 hours , we threaded through the tortuous
streets with little or no sleep and were free again.
About mid-morning in Bustamante , we ran into
part of the group at the Ancira Restaurante. Several had
been lost other places but had arrived at dawn or so.
While the rest head ed for the border, we determined to
drive up the road toward Bustamante.
The friendly Ancira owner, Felipe Hernandez Cruz,
said that he expected the road to be finished in 10 to 15
days to a parking lot above the entrance to La Gruta de
Bustamante.
After a delightful breakfast, we drove up the dirt
road off the square and were soon climbing toward the
top of one mountain flank . Progress along the road has
been made since last year, by a couple of hundred or so
feet altitude. Near the top of the road , we ran into a
group of San Antonio cavers, including Carl Ponebshek,
who had been in the cavern . Carl had brought a church
group down from the Alamo City . Johanna Reece and
other cavers were still inside Bustamante. A San Antonio
group comprised of Alan Cobb, Joe Ivy, Linda Palit,
Alan Montemayor and others were at Rancho de Minas
Viejas across the old road from Bustamante, Carl said.
Alan Montemayor had come to the Bustamante canyon
on Saturday night to visit .
After talking with Carl and giving him some of our
tangerines, we headed down the mountain to buy some
pan de Bustamante, local liquor and a couple of Christmas gifts.
Part of Saturday night was spent in Nuevo Laredo,
shopping and roaming the streets, while the line to customs got a little shorter. When it had lessened after
about 1 1/ 2 hours , we had a relatively uneventful border
crossmg.
We drove all night to Dallas, arriving about 7:30
a .m. and 2,416 miles and $150 after leaving the city .
Incredible. Word came that everyone else had arrived
safely in St. Louis, but that somehow, one of Andy 's
dufHe bags came with it. He planned to go to MVOR.
It was an absolutely awesome trip, one that will
doubtless prompt other ventures south of the Tropic of
Cancer.
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Personnel: Bob Nunn, Jean A. Harlow, Chuck
Clifford, Sharon Fleming, Marty Griffin, Valin
Schwegler, Bob Reynolds, Elisabeth Lipinski, Steve
Howe, Earl Hancock, Deb Dumont and Kerry Rowland,
all of Missouri and Meramac Valley Grotto; Richard Van
Arsdel and Jim and Betty Sherrell, all of lllinois and
MVG; Andy G. Grubbs, University of Texas Grotto, Hill
Country Cavers; Bobby Moore and Jay Jorden, DallasFort Worth Grotto; and Brenda Younger and Dave Grizzle, Tulsa, Okla.

Ridgewalking: King County
by Pat Helton
With several members of our merry band counting
bats in Oklahoma, more in central and south Texas and
the rest just trying to get over the past few weeks' caving activities, I decided to head east to Marlboro County
for some solo ridge-walking. After some semi-serious
topo map study, several areas seemed to hold good cave
possibilities and the weatherman's promise of 70 degrees
was too good to pass up. After clearing a visit through
the 6666 Ranch security chief, it was off to the bad
lands. It had been a long time since I had the opportunity to prowl the hills with only the wind to talk to.
Being able to travel quickly and quietly, the day
turned into a dream for a wildlife observer. Deer, turkey,
antelope, coyote and a very P.O.'ed badger helped make
the day more interesting. Most allowed me to get fairly
close before moving away. I know that spring is just
around the corner because Mr. Coyote was much more
interested in Miss Coyote than in my presence. Sorry,
old dog! However, the object of the day was caves, not
critters. Soon after arriving at the proposed search area,
an extensive series of sink holes was discovered and the
day was off to a successful start.
The sinks in this area appear to be much older than
those in the Pudding Cave area. Rather than being fairly
barren and sharp edged, these were more eroded and
filled with grasses and mature trees. Typical sinks were
more gently sloping bowls with sharp drop-offs at one
end at the bottom, exposing massive gypsum layers.
Most are not readily visible just scanning out over the
surface. Primarily, you walk the surface and suddenly
find yourself on the edge of a drop-off. Many have trees
in and around them hiding their existence. Typically,
they occur in a series of 3 or 4 sinkholes in an immediate
area.
In one sink series, two excellent cave possibilities
were found. The better of the two is an opening blocked
by some rock slab which should be movable by two or
three people and some one-inch webbing. Warm, damp
air coming from this entrance is supporting several forms
of algae and fragile plant life. By moving these rocks, it
should be . possible to enter without crawling. The
exposed gypsum slab at this entrance site varied in
thickness from 8 to 12 feet.
The second possible entrance was located in a
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sinkhole 200 yards northeast of the first . Like the first
this entrance was blocked partially by some rock ani
silt. Also, like the first, the warm, damp air was support.
ing the plant life right around the entrance rocks
Outflowing air was ·very evident. This entrance will take
a little more work than the first but looks possible.
Sounds like a good project for the Hildreth-Knapp Exca·
vation Company .
For the day, 12 sinkholes were entered and exam.
ined in a three- to four-square-mile area. I had intended
to work approximately four different areas on this dar
but only managed to see approximately 25 percent o!
this one. There were so many sinks and good looking
areas in this particular section, one person could spend
months checking them all. With all of the trees and the
broken land surface, the only way to find them is to
walk in a grid layout which is very time consuming.
This little corner of the world holds possibilities for
many years of discovery and good caving for the Grotto.

Eolrance 1o O!eva de El Abra. Ja_y Jorden pbolo.

Under the guidelines, prescribed by the ranch management, we are welcome if we follow their rules and respect.
their wishes. On leaving, I presented the security officer
with seve~al color pictures of Pudding Cave along with
the cave map which pleased him very much. In return,
he offered to take me to some other sinkhole areas he
knows about. These people are slowly warming up to our
presence and activities. They think we're crazy but they
are coming around. Hopefully, we can undertake 3
full-scale exploration push in the area.
Editor's Note: The preceding was reprinted from
the LAG News.
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SPELEO NEWS
1988 NSS Convention
by Jay Jorden
There was gold in the Black Hills this summer- or,
at least, a golden opportunity for cavers from across the
U.S. to meet for seminars, socializing and caving. The
week before July 4, about 1,300 cavers converged at a
ran ch south of Hot Springs, S.D ., for the 1988 NSS Convention.
It was the largest gathering of cavers in the
Western Hemisphere, except for the legendary Old
Ti mers Reunions in West Virginia. Certainly, it was the
largest NSS Convention ever.
The cavers got such a warm welcome in South
Dakota t hat the governor declared the week an official
cavcrs' holiday and a forest fire raged out of control in
the Black Hills!
Many Texas cavers attended, including representatives of the University of Texas, Bexar, Dallas-Fort
Worth, Permian Basin, Maverick , Greater Houston and
Galveston grottos. Most camped at the traditional Texas
enclaYe , Groad Hollow, which this year was atop a
pine--shaded hill on the John Scheltens ranch.
The convention was an historic occasion in other
ways. The Board of Governors of the National Speleological Society, at its meetings Monday and Friday of the
gathering, voted to approve a Memorandum of Understanding between the NSS and the U.S. Forest Service .
The Society already has other MOUs in place with additional federal agencies.
Also, the board, following a members' referendum
that passed handily, voted to limit the consecutive terms
before a director must tak e a. mandatory one year's leave
to two. The Congress of Grottos , of which DFW Grotto
is a member, has for the past several years voted to
recommend a limitation on directors' longevity to ensure
availability of the BOG to a wide cross-section of cavers.
Tom Rea was elected NSS Executive Vice President,
succeeding John Scheltens, who became President upon
the retirement of Paul Stevens. Kathy Hornaday of
Indiana was elected Administrative Vice President, in
charge of the NSS Office.
A delegation of Costa Rican cavers attended convention this year , and made plans for a joint NSS/ Costa
Rican caving expedition early next year to the Central
Am erican country and its karst.
A Soviet delegation was to have attended but, as it
turned out, the Russian government canceled their trip
at th e last moment, with a report that at least one of
the Soviets was to have gone on an important caving
trip in that country. But the USSR was expected to

attend an upcoming NSS event.
The convention featured the first-and possibly
unique to the Black Hills-Speleo-Rodeo, in which cavers
wearing their hardhats and caving gear tried to hogtie
steers in an arena, after local cowboys lassoed the bucking cattle. Their clothing became brown, but it wasn't
caving mud.
On Tuesday night, the cavers went by bus to Hot
Springs and the world's largest indoor, springfed swimming pool. Evans Plunge was a savior to cavers attending the NCRC rescue seminar several years ago at Wind
Cave .
Food abounded in the form of barbecue and ribs
during convention . Wild caving trips were made to the
back of Jewel, the U.S.'s second longest cave at about 75
miles, and at nearby Wind, the third longest at about
50 .
Plenty of excitement was provided midweek when a
thunderstorm rolled through camp, striking it with
lightning bolts. One bolt was attracted by a former
Dallas-Fort Worth Grotto chairman, Dr. Noel Sloan.
Noel had his umbrella open when one bolt split into
three parts. One went through the tip of his umbrella,
burning off the enamel, then exited about two inches
above his hand, burning off more enamel. The bolt shot
to a nearby awning frame, under which four people were
sheltered from the rain . The electrical charge knocked
the cavers over, then blew holes and furrows into the
ground .
All four were taken away by ambulance, but there
were no serious injuries. These folks got a special award
at the awards banquet, including shirts that read , " I survived the 1988 NSS Convention's Lightning Strike! "
The Richmond Area Speleological Society got this
year's Conservation Award. Terri Treacy was voted an
NSS Fellow.
Other cavers from Texas attending included Peter
Strickland, Jocie Hooper and family; Jim McLane; Dale
Pate and Erika Heinen; Andy Grubbs; Robert Hemperly;
Terry Raines; Donna Anderson and husband; Jay Jorden
and Sheila Knight; Blake Harrison and friends; Don
Metzner; and others.
A preview was given at the extra-long,
well-execut~d NSS Photo Salon of next year's convention
at the University of The South in TAG Country,
Sewanee, Ga. Another healthy turnout was expected
there.
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Gorman Falls Work Trips
by Butch Fralia
Terry Holsinger and I have accepted the challenge
of being the co-coordinators for the Texas Speleological
Association/Texas Cave Management Association Gorman Falls project. Keith Reuss has signed on as a regular member and is undertaking the record keeping
responsibilities and filing reports to TPWD after each
trip.
Gorman trips are now scheduled for the second
weekend of every month with a limit of 20 people. The
schedule calls for one full day of work and then you have
the run of the property for the remainder of the weekend. All TPWD regulations apply. This project involves
what Terry, Keith, and I usually do for recreation so we
usually continue on through both days but that 's
optional.
Trips are set up on a first-come, first-served basis. I
am the contact for persons wishing to participate in the
project and I can be contacted at the following numbers:
Home (817) 346-2039
Work (817) 293-1300 X5620
Persons calling are placed on the list for the first
available trip. If that trip is full , then they receive first
priority on the following trip. Work weekends are organized as a TSA project, rather than grotto weekends.
T erry's number is (817) 595-1406.
Three trips have been made since the the change
and we're making good headway and having a great
time in the process. There are 54 known caves on the
Gorman Falls and Lemon's Ranch properties (dating
from the '60s). Many of these have been mislocated and
need to be relocated. A number of caves need to be surveyed when relocated. There are additional caves which
have been located on trips prior to when Terry and I
undertook the project. Keith is working with Bill Elliott,
to gather information on these caves. Since we 've been
involved, we've definitely relocated Lemon's Ranch Cave
and Cicurina (Rattlesnake Hole) as well as locating two
definite new caves and lots of leads. One of the new
caves is at least one hundred feet deep in two drops, has
apparent ongoing passage at the bottom and sports a
colony of blind mice at one of the middle levels.
Since the proj ect at Gorman Falls began, some notable developments have occurred. The Lemons' Ranch
property next door to the form er fishing camp has now
openedas a state park for primitive camping. The fee per
carload is $2, and the park is open to the general public
who enter the park at other times than work trips. A
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fine swimming hole is available at the end of the
Lemons' Ranch road on the shores of the river and
plenty of grassy campsites and drinking water are avail·
able.
The project offers something for everyone, there are
plenty of vertical leads to be explored, surveys to begin
or complete, maps to draw, surface coordinates to be
established and an inexhaustible supply of ridge walking
opportunities.
Don't miss out on the fun. Come join us some week·
end; we want and need all the help we can get.

TSA Convention
from staff reports
A remake of a TSA Convention held in the 1970s in
the Texas Hill Country near Uvalde did not meet heavy
rains and flooding this May . More than 50 Tex as cavers
converged on the West Texas community for the spring
convention .
More than a half- dozen papers were presented at
the Uvalde Civic Center on Saturday, with camping and
the traditional hot tub at Bob Oakley's ranch outside ol
town.
At the technical sessions, Gill Ediger presented a
slide show and talk on events of the last decade and
more in Mexico, and what needs to be done now . Many
caving scenes were from sites near the Inter-American
Highway .
John P. Brooks gave an overview in words and photos of caving in Oklahoma, including the Arbuckle
Mountains and Wild Woman Cave. He pointed out that
landowner problems have strained relations regarding
Wild Woman and prevented caver access there. Terry
Holsinger talked about Arkansas caving, including Fi(,
ton, Boxley Bat and other caves of the state.
A preliminary study of bad air caves was presented
by Bill Elliott, complete with charts and descriptions ol
the more infamous sites and regions of the state likely
for more to be found . He outlined the rock strata that
usually prompt bad air conditions and the symptoms
from low oxygen levels. He defined the percentage ol
oxygen in air that constitutes "bad air" .
,
Following the papers, the TSA Board of Governors
meeting got under way, with Jack Ralph chairing the
meeting and Joe Ivy as vice-chair.
Saturday evening, the cavers adjourned to a local
Mexican restaurant for a banquet and photo salon .

The 1988 TOTR will be held on the 16th, 17th,
& 18th
September at the Lone Man II Ranch a few miles east
Wimberley.

of
of

The campground,
located next to the warm clear waters of the
Blanco River,
can be reached by following the attached map.
Th i s is not a commercial campground.
Port-o-Potties will be
f urnishe~ Bring your own drinking water.
The river can be
used for swimming. Bring food for all but Saturday night.
They
county roads that lead to the place are not bad.
a bit rough in spots and have a low water crossing or
t wo .
Honky cars can make it easily.
But if you've the
option, drive your truck.
The

~

The purpose of the Texas Old Timers' Reunion is to bring the
cav ers of Texas together for a weekend of fun and games,
to
meet one another in order to promote caving, cave related
activities (including good fellowship),
caving publications
and training, and to support the Texas Speleological Associat ion (TSA),
the Texas Speleological Survey (TSS),
the Associa tion for Mexican Cave Studies (M1CS), the National Speleol og ical Society (NSS), your local grotto and several other
organizations.
Toward those ends we have organized many activities,
some of
whi ch are:
Prussik Contest--age and distance catagories
Ladder Climbing Contest--keep your feet untangled
Two-Rope Races (New this year)--competition climb-off

Speleolympics--only the strong survive
Carbide Lamp Disassembly/Reassembly--no spare parts?
Beer Chugging Contest--we've had some women winners
Sleeping Bag Contest--singles and mixed doubles
Stokes Litter Dragging Contest--Grotto Level Event
Cave Surveying Contest--Grotto Level Event
BBQ Cook-Off--wear your boots to this one
BBQ Dinner--always a winner, bring your appetite
Practice Ropes--from a 50' cliff (hardhats required)
Super Slide Show--bring some new ones, well exposed
Music & Dancing--we hope to get a super-boogie going
Equipment Vendors--here's the place to buy your stuff
Prizes & Awards--hundreds of dollars worth
Student Grottos are encouraged especially to bring their new
people for at least these several reasons:
To meet cavers from around the state.
To see the caving world on a bigger scale than just t he
local grotto.
To have a broader resource pool for all aspects of
caving:
caves,
trips,
training, publication s ,
equipment, etc.
To let them compare and see and buy equipment firstha nd .
To let them participate and have a sense of belong i ng
early on.
To aid the Grottos in training and retention.
For practice and training.
TOTR is a near perfect introduction to the world of cav ing
for the neophyte. We cannot stress the benefit too much.
On top of all that there's lots of time to sit around and
tell tall. tales, and to see old friends and meet some new
ones. There'll be some kegs of beer to drink and lots of BBQ
to eat, and always several people to poke fun at.
There' s
swimming in the river--bring your suits.
There're lots of
games to play or watch, and tired and dirty players to t ake
pictures of--be sure to bring your camera.
There'll be
cliffs and ropes to climb and woods to roam and even, mayb e
even caves to find and explgre--bring your caving gear.
The
owner says they're there--but he won't tell us where.
He
said if we can find 'urn, they are ours to use.
And then there'll be some prizes and awards.
Hundreds of
dollars worth of caving gear and related items go to cont est
winners and for door prizes.
You could win one just for
being there.
And several awards are given out to reward
cavers for some act or effort to promote the TSA or just good
caving in general.
But basically,
it's just a party!
And we encourage all to
party-down. Our philosophy is simple: Anything which cont ri butes to the craziness and general merriment is welcome ;
while anything that creates anxiety is better left or d one
elsewhere!
That goes for dogs and drugs and attitudes.
It
goes for fireworks, friends, and even enemies. We're here to

pa rt icipate in some extreme good caving fellowship,
in the
be st tradition of more than 40 years.
Our only RULE is that
we 'l l have no other rules. Which only means, of course, that
everybody act in such a way that no rules need be made.
And
it means,
also,
that the exercise of tolerance becomes a
vi rt ue of high order.
Remember, always,
that it's just a
pa rty.
And with any luck at all we're gonna boogie 'til the
bl oody end . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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ROAD LOG
RM 12 to CR 173--.6 mile
RM 3237 to CR 174--2.5 miles
CR 173 to Triangle Junction
with CR 213--1.3 miles
!riangleJunction to LONE MAN II
RANCH--. g mile
NOTE: Parts of this road are
grav e l and moderately rough.
A hanky car can make it!
But
if you've the option, bring
your truck.

Location Map
198 8 TEXAS OLDTIMER"S REUNION
LONE MAN II RANCH
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EQUIPMENT TIPS
Gas-Powered Grafitti Remover
High-Pressure Washer
by Mike Bilbo
One of the important Lubbock Area Grotto contributions to cave conservation is a device invented and
built by Noble Stidham and Jeff Thorn to help remove
grafitti. The Forest Service, Lincoln National Forest and
the Bureau of Land Management, Carlsbad Resource
Area, have the only two PGR's built so far.
Noble decided that after hours of wire brush operation t here had to be a better way and constructed the
first system for the BLM. Noble and Jeff together built
the Mark II about a year later for the Forest Service.
The Mark II, a compact man-packable device, weighs
only 12 pounds (not including water and C02) and is
built for off-shelf hydraulics. It consists of two hydraulic
cylinders mounted back to back , a logic system, a series
of valves and a C02 gas power source with regulator .
A two-pound C02 bottle and a couple of gallons of
uncontaminated water will last approximately one hour.
The job dictates the charge/water longevity.
The BLM's PGR is carried in a leather case with a
shoulder strap while the Forest Service version is in an
attache- like aluminum case. The weapon requires only
two people: a gunner to carry the PGR, and an assistant
gunner to carry the water and C02 bottle. Weapon?
That's right, because it's a real battle out there between
us and a bunch of spray paint packin' idiots.
The PGR depends on paint solvents to first loosen
paint. The water is powered from the nozzle at about
175 pounds through the nozzle orifice, which is .010
diameter . Tests over a period conducted by the BLM
have proven the PGR to be very helpful in removing
grafitti from delicate formations and porous surfaces.
Other than lamp black from carbide and candles,
water itself is not sufficient for the removal of spray
paints. The primary advantages in the use of the Grafitti
Remover are the elimination of foreign material from
porous areas such as popcorn, helictites and cracks, and
the savings in the amount of water which must be carried into the cave for ordinary scrubbing with conventiOnal methods.
Liquid aerosol cans of grafitti removers (strippers)
are applied to the paint and allowed to work their
softening action on the paints. Solutions of dilute muriatic acid are also used to soften paints. When these
chemicals have done their work, the pressure of the
water blast from the PGR will eliminate the residue.
Certain stubborn paints require more than one series of

applications for total elimination . Several brands of
aerosol spray removers have been tried and each has
been found to have a distinct advantage with various
kinds of paints. Experimentation (during each project)
with a particular type of grafitti will more than likely be
necessary (Operators' manual.) The chemical residue
from certain brands of aerosol removers is completely
neutralized by the application of the water.

Gr>Jlttl Rerrnver (cover rerroved)

The Mark I PGR has been extensively used by the
BLM at Hicks and Wind (not South Dakota) Caves and
at all of the McKittrick Hill Caves. Jim Goodbar has
used it at Texas Parks and Wildlife's new acquisition,
Kickapoo Cave State Park. Ransom Turner is using the
Mark II at Cottonwood Cave.
This is a very important device and may well have
applications in areas other than caves, such as outdoor
sites in state and national parks and on rock outcroppings along highways.
Noble says he will furnish plans or additional information to those interested.
Carry on .
Editor 's Note : Reprinted from LAG News , Vol. 3,
No . 1.
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Am.erica or Am.etrica?
Illumination by Kenny McGee
The last time I checked, Texas was somewhere in
America, not Europe. Many things-baseball, football,
P?le vaulting, speed limits, the Indy 500, John Wayne,
highway maps , drilling rigs, Harley-Davidsons and telephone poles- all share a part of the American heritage,
partly because they are measured in inches, feet, yards
or miles. Every time I read The Texas Caver, my ulcers
start bl eeding profusely , and it feels worse than gettin" a
sharp stick poked in my eye. I can't believe that m:ny
articles and " maps" only reference the metric system .
This practice is un-American, and a Comm2·e plot!
As a point of referenc e, take the December 1987
issue of The Texas Caver. ... Only three of nine articles
that referenced measureements applied "feet" (thanks to
W. Elliott, B. Russell, and T. Treacy.) I had to use a
calcul ator to convert "meters" to "feet" 28 tim es ... and
what about this: only one map out of five included a dist~nce scale in " feet " (thanks to W. Elliott, et a/). I conSid er the four maps without a foot-scale as "incompl ete". Any map without a foot- scale is about as useful
as a cave without an entrance .
Why, why , why? Is The Texas Caver a publication
for Americans or Ametricans? Are we in the midst of a
Commie conspiracy? Should we consider changing the
na~e to The Euro- Texas Caver? Are any of the subsc nb ers European? Personally , I do not think in
" Metri c", and I firmly believe that most TSA members
and Old Tim ers would prefer that The Texas Caver use
good ol ' American inches , feet, yards and miles, followed
(out of courtesy) by equivalent measurements in
" metric " . I atte mpted to propose that the members vote
on this issue (TSA- BOG 1987, Cascade Caverns). However , the " Am etricans" quickly skirted the issue.
. It all goes to show you: You give some troglodites
an mch, and th,:y'll ta~ e a kilometer. An old saying
comes to mmd: When m Rom e, do as the Romans do,
but wh en you are in Texas , use inches, feet , yards,
and/ or miles. "
Editor 's Note.: Even in this era of glasnost, when
many folks are bemg led astray by the siren call of a
cl everly orchestrated PR campaign from the Rooskies
just men~ioning the Union of Soviet Socialist Republic~
why, It causes the hair on the back of our head to
stand up- makes us see red, if you know what we mean ,
and we think you do.
W e'll defend to the end your right to insist, with
ma ny others, that Gen. George Patton shou ld 've continued to lead his troops eastward to Stalingrad (and all
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those other -grads) at the close of World War II. The
world would be a lot safer now.
But it's apparent you may have been the vi ctim of
some cunning propoganda yourself. It was ou r ow11
government, the land of the fre e and the hom e of the
brave, that began a campaign to convert to the metric
system years ago. Many were sucked into this· it was a
flop in the U.S ., as we can all see but it~ vestiaes
•
'
b
remam, as you have noted.
But don't rest on your laurels . Continue to be viai.
0
!ant; let's keep caving safe for democracy.

Illumination
by Jay Jorden
The U .S. House of Representatives r ecently passed
the Federal Cav e Resources Protection Act , which is now
under consideration in the Senate. This importan t rJiece
of legislation was conceived by the National Speleolo,gical
Society several years ago, and Society members so ught
sponsors in the House and Senate .
The Act passed the House unanimously, a move
which is difficult to muster in a Congress that increas·
ingly is divided by partisanship and special interests. But
representatives saw the bill was needed to protect caves
o_n federal lands and national parkland, and were recep·
t1ve to testimony by NSS outgoing Presid ent Paul
Stevens, Conservation Committee Chairman Ja net
Thorne and new NSS President John Scheltens.
The law provides crimin al penalties for acts of van·
dalism and destruction of cave resources and for civil
restitution by individuals found to have violated its provisions. The Act passed the House on March 28 and was
referred to the Senate Committee on Energy and Natural
Resources.
Although some critics say the Act is unneeded
because it restates other laws on the subject or does not
contain enough protections for cave resources , th e legislation is an important step. In developing it, the Society
has fulfill ed goal~ of gaining sponsorship, developin g and
lo_bbymg for natwnal cave legislation . Surely, all cavers
will benefit from this process.
Cavers in the NSS Conservation and Management
Section form ed steering committees to telephone legislators in their respective regions and states. Cavers wrote
letters, made phone calls and, in at least one case, an
interested lawmaker went caving to see what the underground world was all about. The contacts we hav e made
through our work are of immeasurable value.
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Correspondence
Dear Dale and Jay:
I have read the latest Texas Gaver cover to cover as
~]ways , and am inspired to write, especially in response
~ Johanna Reece's article on the cost of the Gaver. She
listed several options, but I don't think those are all the
possible options. Let me suggest additional ones for your
consideration .
1. Reduce white space. The April issue has lots of
white space, maybe more than white than black .
.
2. Reduce type size. As old as I am , large type s1zes
are easy to read, but it seems that a reasonable reduction of type size could reduce the number of pages by 20
percent without a loss of readability . This could be
accomplished by composing in a smaller face to begin
with or by photo--reduction .
3. Allow the AMOS Newsletter to publish Mexico
news, since it does anyway. Why should I pay twice_ to
read the same thing again? An occasional feature article
on Mexico is fine, as long as it not duplicated in the
AMOS Newsletter. The same goes for Mexican cave
maps.
Yes, it's perfectly clear to me that if the above
options were adopted, the Caver would have been far
short .
I'd like to know if there was any additional cost out
of dues for the color cover, too.
I am an avid supporter of the Gaver, and my criticisms are not meant to disparage the hard work put in
by both of you . I only offer these suggestions in the
hopes of reducing costs and providing a better publication.
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Sincerely, your constant critic,
A. Richard Smith
Editor's Note: Thanks for the trip report you submitted , and for the comments. It's always good to get
constructive criticism .
You will note, however, that staffs alternate
between Dallas and Austin for each TC issue. The April
ish was Dale's. In our issues, for example, there is a
scarcity-if anything-of white space. And the type size we
use is a smaller point size.
I missed seeing you at the NSS Convention, so
wasn't able to address these personally. I frankly don't
know what the color cover cost last issue.
As for Mexico news , I really think we would be
doing Caver readers a disservice if caving there were not
covered in some fashion . Certainly, it can 't be said that
even a good percentage of readers also get the AMOS
Newsletter. Even if they did , it is appropriate to present
caving news from the Western Hemisphere-and elsewhere, for that matter- when Texas cavers and those
from the Southwest are involved in those trips.
At the last Texas Speleological Association Board of
Governors' meeting, financial concerns were addressed
and a consensus was reached, regarding reasonableness of
TO costs. Without seriously sacrificing quality, it would
be extremely difficult-if not impossible-to publish for
much less cost. -JJ.
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Dispatches
edited by Jay Jorden
Editor's Note: The following was excerpted from the
Fort Worth Star-Telegram, July 18, 1987 :
PARTHENON, Ark. - The cave that John Dillon
Hay "built" is a bit off the beaten track. You fly into
Springfield, Mo., then drive 2 1/2 hours or so south into
the lush, remote wilderness of the Ozark Mountains of
Arkansas.
You go past Dogpatch, U.S.A., the Li'l Abner theme
park, continue past Full Gospel Church (watch for
skunks there), cross the Little Buffalo River, then head
up the dirt-and-gravel road six miles or so, and there
you are.
John Dillon Hay is selling his Hollywood-style
cave in the Ozarks for a mere $4.5 million
If it's dark when you arrive, you will notice the
cave's eyes first: two natural recesses in the mountainside
with red lights brightening them. The cave's eyes and
mouth are 150 feet below the top of the mountain . Hay
had to haul several hundred tons of dirt out of the
entrance, then seal it back up with irregularly shaped
stones fetched from the river below. The front door has
been fashioned from heavy walnut surrounded by a
graceful arch of glass. He had 10 large windows put in,
too.
"My wife and I really do love this place," Hay said,
leading the way into his 6,000-square-foot weekend
hideaway . "The peacefulness, the tranquility - it restores
your balance. "
It was through an odd combination of circumstances that Hay, 41, came to be the owner and
renovator of this limestone retreat buried in a 250
million-year-old mountain range in northwest Arkansas.
He was reared in a far less exotic setting, on the
elegant North Shore of Long Island. But in what Hay
called "the hippie days" of the early 1970s, he drifted
out to Boulder, Colo., and began "picking herbs" with a
companion named Mo Siegel.
At first, this resulted in nothing more than lots of
hot tea and metaphysical debate on Colorado mountaintops. One day, however, Hay thought of the two words
of advice that turned Coca-Cola - a company founded
by a member of his family - into a household word: Bottle it. Or, as applied to the present opportunity, "Package it. " Soon, Celestial Seasonings, the company Hay
and Siegel founded, had become the country's leading
purveyor of herbal teas. A few years ago, the company
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was sold, leaving the two of them several million dollars
richer.
Nonetheless, in the early 1980s, Hay's mood was
somber. He became quite convinced, he explained, that a
nuclear war was imminent. So, he sought a place where
he, his family , and closest friends might be able to wail
out the conflagration safely .
His search for a site led him to the Ozark cave,
which he then spent about half a million dollars con ver~
ing into a blast-proof, fallout-proof habitat with its own
water and electricity sources and food stocks.
But the time that was done, however , times had
changed and Hay was no longer haunted by the night·
mare of Armageddon .
"I just figured , oh well, I don't need a fallout
shelter, so what should I do?" he said . " I had two
choices: Let the place sit, or fix it up like a Hollywood
home. I decided to fix it up ."
A million dollars later, the mission is substan tially
accomplished . Because Hay was content to have the
rooms conform to the cave's contours, there was no need
for an architect.
"God, or nature if you prefer, was the architect,"
he said.
Craftsmen were hired locally or flown in from
Colorado. At one point, as many as 20 laborers carted
dirt from the cave's chambers, a wheelbarrow at a time.
It was then Hay discovered that he was not to be the
first resident of this dwelling . The workers came upon a
skeleton, arrowheads, mortars used for grinding grain
and other artifacts.
In what was probably an ancient Indian tribe's
communal space, Hay has set up what he calls his "Fred
Astaire ballroom," a large living room . with a high
natural ceiling, complete with stalactites, and a white
tile floor accented by dark green tiles in simple patterns.
The cave's ceiling and walls were sandblasted and
washed with high-powered hoses, but the rough surface5
and stalactites remain unaltered under a glossy epoxy
coating that gives them a wet look. Partitions between
rooms are of native hardwoods intricately cut where they
meet the limestone surfaces.
Against a living room wall is what Hay calls his
"Spanish piano," a rock formation over which water
trickles after rainy weather. IF it has been dry ou tside,
Hay can turn on a fountain to achieve the same effect.
"The whole point is that it does feel like you 're in a
cave," said Hay. "As much as possible, I wanted to
preserve the natural aesthetics."
But he wanted some comforts, too. On the op posit~
side of the living room are a counter ·and doorway that.
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lead to a thoroughly modern kitchen.
A hall behind the kitchen connects the living room
to the front bedroom - the only one with a window and bath. A polished wooden staircase leads from the
living room to the library, a loft above the kitchen.
Three windows there look out to the bottle green mountains in the distance and down a steep 125-foot slope to
the three-acre pond - 8.5 million gallons - that Hay had
built and stocked with bass, perch and carp.
Deeper into the cave, off a long hallway , are five
more bedrooms and four baths and above them is
anoth er loft used for watching television, or rather
videotapes, since there is no reception inside the mountain.
The back rooms, of course, are as dark at 4 in the
afternoon as at 4 in the morning, but fluorescent panels
in the wooden ceilin gs (hung from st.eel supports bolted
to the stone) provide at least an illusion of ambient
light.
Air conditioning is never required. On the hottest
days, the cave's rooms maintain a constant temperature
of 64 degrees. Hay has installed a propane gas heating
system, a dehumidifier and fans to keep the a tmosphere
a bi t cozier than that.
Beyond the last bedroom,
concealed in the wood paneling, is
a door that leads to the rest of
the cave, where tunnels and
chambers extend for miles m
severd directions.
Bats, albino salamanders,
crickets and other wildlife abound
in these areas of the cave.
Although for centuries, the bats
exited through what are now
Hay 's living quarters, they seem
to have adjusted admirably to the
ch anges he has brought.
Most of the time, they head
out to hunt mosquitoes and other
prey by flying through a crawl spac e under his floors.
Occasionally, one finds its way through into the house ,
but these are very small bats, no bigger than a golf ball,
and evidently quite unafraid. During dinn er one recent
night, one hung upside down from a light in the kitchen ,
like a Christmas tree ornament. "Oh, that 's just Igor, "
said Hay.
More troublesome are some stubborn drips that the
epoxy on the ceiling has not elimin ated. Other adjustments to cave dwelling include never hearing the patter
of rain on the roof. "Sometimes, though, said Bill Ashworth , Hay's foreman , "thunder does echo through the
rock ."
But Hay is now planning to sell his cave. He has
founded a new biotechnology business in Boulder, and it
has taken an increasing share of his time.
. He agreed that his asking price of $4.5 million was
high, but he pointed out that he was throwing in 240
acres of forest and farmland, and that he could offer
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very flexible terms.
Hay is unsure who would be a likely buyer. A
buyer, besides being very wealthy, might be a collector
of unique residencies, an ardent fan of the Flintstones or
perhaps a speleologist who prefers to work at home.

Dispatches
Edited by Rob Kolstad
From The Dallas Morning News , and its editions of Aug .
1, 1987, on which appeared a dispatch from The Associated Press.
WOODWARD , Okla. - When in doubt, croon a
tune, counsels Tommy Meritt, who spent 10 hours lost in
a cave with his younger brother before they were rescued.
Tommy , 13, and Travis, 10, were found Thursday
night huddled in a cave at the Alabaster Caverns State
Park , officials said . The boys said they found a string in
th e cave and had follow ed it down about 100 feet when
th e batteries in their flashlight failed and the string
broke.
"At fir;;t we were pretty scared ," Tommy said.
" Then we started singing songs,
and as we went on, we weren 't
nearly as scared. We were mainly
hoping someone would get down
there and find us."
Shortly after noon on Thursday, Tommy and Travis told
their mother they were going to
play at a natural bridge. When
the boys did not return, the sheriff
organized a search party.
" They sent some men to
search the main caves , but they
didn't find anything. We were
pretty scared ," Ginger Meritt
said.
Meanwhile, the boys had fallen in some water in the
cave, and the damp air had become a li ttle colder .
"It was real cold , and real wet and muddy, " Travis
said. "If you got higher , it was dirt and rock."
And that's where , according to the lost explorers ,
they waited for help .
Sheriff's deputies, Highway Patrol troopers and
about 35 volunteers from nearby Freedom searched for
the boys for about five hours before they were found
shortly before midnight.
Mrs . Meritt said the boys were in good shape, a little cold and shaken with minor scratches and bruises.
She said the family will sti ll make outings to the park .
" I'd like to go cave exploring again ," said the
undaunted Travis. " But not that cave."
Editor's Note: Initial reports were that cavers from
the Central Oklahoma Grotto participated in the rescue .
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West Texas Gypsum Caving
by A. Richard Smith
Destination: Gypsum Plain, Culberson County, Texas
Personnel: Tom Byrd, Bill Elliott, David McKenzie,
James Reddell, Marcelino Reyes, A. Richard Smith
Dates: May 1988
The great Culberson County Gypsum Plain expedition began with the departure of James and Marcelino
from Austin on Thursday afternoon. They planned to
visit the Kingston Ranch Caves near Balmorhea on the
way but were thwarted by no-owner-at-home. Bill,
David and Tom left Austin late Thursday and, after
spending the night in San Angelo with the Kunaths,
picked me up in Odessa.
After a successful meeting of both parties in Kent,
we drove northwest around the Apache Mountains past
the abandoned Elcor plant into the southern end of the
Gypsum Plain. After a brief reconnaissance of Sublime
Depression Cave, the southernmost known cave in the
Gypsum Plain, we arrived before sunset at the Crystal
Cave Effort in time for a quick look at several of its
sinks. (Effort is a Gypsum Plain term for a cluster of
gypsum caves, most of which require considerable effort
to explore.)
We kit ted up and walked to Cinq Sink, which we
hoped would connect below its previously unclimbed pit
with Crystal Cave, the master cave of the effort. No such
luck, but we mapped its 182 feet of length to a depth of
28 feet.
Saturday morning, we were all in Crystal Cave with
the intent of exploring and mapping it, measuring its air
quality , and examining the remarkable rocks in which it
is formed . Marcelino, Tom and Bill left the mapping to
David, James and me. Bill found a maximum C02 level
of 1.3 percent near the surveyed end and no instrumentally detectable H2S, although our noses knew that it
was present in the black mud in some of the pools. The
mapping team surveyed llO stations for a total length of
1,678 feet and a surveyed depth of 235 feet below the
entrance floor. The starting point is 40 feet below the
general land surface at the high gully sink headwall. To
our dismay, James was able to squeeze through a tight
place at the explorers' "end" and found a 10-foot diameter, 20- foot-deep unclimbable pit.
This, with an additional 8 feet of drops before the
pit would make the cave about 253 feet deep, or 293 feet
below the general surface at the entrance. This is the
deepest cave by far in the Gypsum Plain and 20th
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deepest in Texas. It is extremely rare to find groundwa·
ter in the gypsum bedrock more than 100 feet below the
surface, so this depth is quite exceptional.
Crystal Cave is the last and largest sinking poinl
downstream in a shallow northeast-trending valley. The
first 275 feet of passage are mostly walking and continue
the valley trend. At a 16-foot, unclimbable pit, the cave
drops into the selenite layer, which is prominent
throughout the rest of the cave.
Bedrock in the Gypsum Plain is the Castile Forma·
tion, consisting of alternating white gypsum and thinner,
dark-brown calcite laminae. Most geologists think thai
the laminae pairs represent annual cycles of deposition.
For no obvious reason, there is in Crystal Cave a 4 t~
8-foot thick (but more than 20 feet at the cave's end)
layer of massive crystalline selenite, a mosaic of big,
translucent crystals, typically a foot across. The relation·
ship of the selenite bed to the usual laminated bedrock is
at best enigmatic. This selenite layer seems to have
guided development of Crystal Cave. Massive selenite
crops out on the surface about one-quarter mile west ol
the cave entrance near the upper end of the valley and
may be related to the layer in the cave.
From the bottom of the first unclimbable pit, the
cave changes direction, trending SSE overall. About 165
feet from the pit is an incoming side passage which
apparently brought in calcite-saturated water. From this
point on, the mostly stooping passage is characterized by
steps down calcite rimstone dams up to 5 feet high. The
cave is generally meandering, dropping steadily un til the
tight spot at the end of the survey. Beyond the constric·
tion, the cave seems to be all in selenite. The
10-foot--:diameter pit, with its 20-foot drop and 10-foot
dome in selenite, apparently has a pool at the bottom.
Next trip!
Meanwhile, Bill, Marcelino, and Tom had exited
Crystal Cave and had mapped Plummet Cave, the most
upstream sink in the valley at 563 feet long and 128 feet
deep. Time didn't permit surveying any of the other
caves in the Crystal effort.
On Sunday morning, we made a reconnaissance sur·
face survey of the area of selenite sinks, all with the
small, tight, razor-sharp, and still unexplored drains,
just northwest of the Crystal Effort. At least two of the
drains have been named and will probably be caves.
On our way to Cave Wells, we found the Antelope
Effort and briefly explored Antelope Cave and Flycatcher
Cave with three nests and five eggs in one. At Cave
Wells, we were disappointed to find that it's not a cave.
Just up on the rise from the windmill is Cave Wells
Cenote- a real cenote-about 30 feet in diameter at the
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top and 25 feet to green water with undercut walls and

possible passage. A barn owl was living above the drop
into the water.
After a brief stop to visit a ranch owner and set up
a future trip to yet more unvisited sinkholes shown on
the topos, we began the transit survey of the Mystery
Effort, not far south of Border Cave.
The Mystery Effort is a gypsum area of a few acres
just east of the eastern limits of the McKittrick Canyon
limestone gravel fan. Mystery Cave is the master cave,
and a number of subsidiary sinks apparently drain into
Mystery . Unfortunately, time didn't permit us to explore
and map the subsidiary sinks. David and Tom mapped
Mystery Cave to a sandy crawl that Tom thought was
the cave-end. Exploration two years ago by James and
Marcelino found · about another 40 or 50 feet of depth
beyond this point, so Mystery is 88 feet deep, surveyed,
plus about 45 feet more; surveyed length is 226 feet.
Again, next trip. Air was good throughout, and air temperature was a pleasant 54 degrees F. compared to the
100 degrees outside during the day .
Monday morning, we somehow misconnected with a
rancher who was to show us a few more sinks (next trip!)
and we all departed for home. Now, we're all looking
forward to Bill's video coverage of the trip, especially
Crystal Cave.
This was to have been the last trip to the Gypsum
Plain before publishing a TSS issue, but as always, it'll
take just one more. Totals for this trip were:
Four caves surveyed for a total survey length of
2,649 feet and depth of 479 feet . New caves found (with
estimated length and depth) were Sublime Depression
Cave (60 feet, -8 feet), Antelope Cave (100+, -45), and
Flycatcher Cave (89+, -20).
Not a bad trip, considering the age of some of the
participants!

Cave Diving: Oklahoma
by Jay Jorden
Destination: Hard Rock Cave; Murray County, Okla.
Personnel: Clay Chambers, John Thompson, Dennis
Thompson, Joshua Thompson, Keith Heuss, Butch
Fralia, Jay Jorden, Corky Corcoran, Quinta Wilkinson
Dates: June 17-19 1988

'

The word went out through the caver grapevine
that a diving trip was planned at Hard Rock. No, this
wasn't a cafe in Dallas- rather, a deeply sloping cave,
the entrance to which is a boulder-strewn resurgence
much like Bitter Enders and Boy Scout caves.
I had tried to contact Dennis by phone to ·confirm
the plans but his phone was out of order. However, I was
assured locally that the trip was on.
Early Saturday, I set out on Interstate 35 for the
Ardmore area, arriving shortly after noon . Then, it was
on to the ancient Arbuckle Mountains, which, like
regions of other central and southwestern states, is in the
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midst of a drought.
Since the Millennium Falcon II was out of
commission-a malfunction electrical in nature-I had
taken my honkey car, which I knew wouldn't handle the
back-country roads. However, I planned to hike the distance from the turnoff to the campsite, a distance which
I reckoned would take about one hour.
Parking the vehicle, I began walking. In the
Arbuckles, many miles from pavement, the only sound
to break the cadence of the summer insects was an occa-·
sional high-flying prop plane. Lizards scurried fast across
the rocks, and dung-beetles rolled their prizes across the
dirt. Even the prolific snake population was hiding from
the sun. Onward I ~rudged under an azure blue sky .
The road rounded a bend and dove steeply into a
small valley when, without warning, a pickup truck
careened in sight behind me. I thought it was a ranchhand and made ready my excuse for a ride , but instead
it was John and Clay , the bed of their truck crammed
with diving gear.
"Wanna ride? " John asked .
Accepting without hesitation, I leaped into the cab
and, scant minutes later, we were at Pole Springs and
the site of an overnight campout by Dennis, Joshua and
Corky . They had been scouting for caves and
arrowheads-and the hunting was good.
Meanwhile, Butch, Quinta and Keith were at Hard
Rock, using a cave radio to locate the sump aboveground
in the event that a drilling rig was available to dig a
shaft.
Loading tanks, regulators, wetsuits and a heavy
host of other gear into Corky's 4x4, we drove as close as
we could to the Hard Rock entrance, dodging the pseudokarst on the hill above it. The appointed (accursed?)
Sherpas then lugged the dive tanks down the hill and
into the entrance, where they met up with Keith , Butch
and Quinta.
After a conversation to determine the extent of the
work done, we found a cairn had been placed directly
below the surface marker for the wellsite. We bade the
trio goodbye and continued our journey into the cave.
More than one year ago , Brian Burton-a former
DFW Grotto member now living in Austin-had made a
dive about 150 feet into the sump before running out of
line.
He had encountered a pancake- shaped
passage-wider than it was tall-that sloped about 45
degrees downward until it met a vertical wall and went
upward . There, he had turned back .
On this new assault, even less headway was made
than that. Poor visibility, caused by siltout, prevented
the divers from venturing more than 20 feet or so into
the sump. John was the first to don his tank , regulators,
wetsuit and BC rig . He determined that the passage was
indeed big enough to swim through and that the divers
would not die.
But, in his first dive, his chest rested nearly against
the floor while his tank scraped the ceiling. Not an
overly roomy dive! He returned , about as quickly as he
had left.
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Clay, who had a well-designed BC rig complete
with dive computer, then followed suit. But he too was
met with less than adequate conditions for his dive.
"I can't see beandip!" he exclaimed when, finally,
he broke the surface of the water and removed his regulator.
The silting was so bad that he couldn't read the
gauges on his computer, even when pressing them
against his faceplate.
(Editor's Note: at the NSS Convention, veteran
cave diver Dr. Noel E. Sloan said that, to counter that
problem, explorers had been taking a large piece of lucite
underwater with them, then using it as a bridge to read
the instruments.)
Dennis, who had been shaking his head solemnly
throughout the episode, was coaxed into making the
third, and final, attempt. He fared no better than the
rest.
The divers agreed, though, to return soon with
better dive lights and a fancier dive line and reel for
another assault.
Hard Rock still holds a number of secrets. The silting at the sump dissipates rather quickly . Is the sump
merely a perched water table? Does it manage to break
through the highly tilted and faulted limestone and
make it under a surface stream.
Another , fresh group of cave divers will likely find
out.
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offered cold showers to knock off the sweat before continuing. For the next 35 miles within the canyon, we
were continually awed with textbook examples of structural geology: breached hogbacks, flatirons, anticlines
synclines, complex · faulting, vertical isoclinal folding:
landslides and the list goes on. We camped at the second
"tight" gooseneck, checked a small cave and later
listened to the thunder echo through the narrow canyon
which sounded like earwigs gnawing on your anvil (tiny
bone in the inner ear.)

It was dark-thirty, with a
steep climb to the
entrance. The cave reeked
with the thick scent of
guammon1a.

.

Fortunately, some Mexican touristas helped pust
our vehicles up the steep canyon exit. We made a quid
side trip to San Cristobal Canyon and Laguna de San
chez before we realized that time was getting too shor1
to visit Sotano de lnfernillo's pit, so after Carol hande!
out clothing to the locals, we split for a peek at Horsetai
Falls before continuing to Sotano de Boca. We arrived a
the local hot springs in time to see a 15-'minute ba

Mexican Canyonland
by Kenny McGee
Destination: Huasteca Canyon, N.L ., Mexico
Personnel: Rachael Mays, Phil Kink , Andy Flurkey,
George Sanders, Carol Carlson, Kenny McGee
Dates: Memorial Day Weekend, 1988
Several large owls awakened us from their roost in
the Laredo Race Track Grandstand rafters. After eating
breakfast in Laredo and waiting on Phil to make the big
payoff at the border (forgot title), we were temporarily
detained somewhere along Highway 85 (en route to Monterrey) by a friendly political rally .
We dido 't ask if the overhead chopper was the news
media or the Federates. A counterclockwise detour
around Monterrey brought us to Santa Catarina, the
north entrance to Huasteca Canyon. A short drive
brought us to a horseshoe bend with a "Classic View" of
" The Tooth" (see Structural Geology, second edition, by
Billings-Plate V, where he refers to the vertical hogbacks
as being Middle Cretaceous-aged limestones.)
There are two cave entrances within the cliff wall
below "The Tooth". So, we stopped for lunch and hiked
up to the caves. The lower cave only goes 50 feet
(15.24001 meters). However, the upper cave is actually a
"window" through the hogback ridge. Views from within
the entrances are unbelievable (see photo).
The small park facility at the base of "The Tooth"
'

Olrol carlson &Dd Phll King s~adlng De3r entrance or Lower
In Huasteca Q.oyon. Kenny Mo3ee photo.

cave,

below "'IHE 'f()(Jilf'
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flight which was very impressive. However, we quickly
changed our minds about taking a dip when Phil
described how one of the locals just tossed his cookies in
the spring. One of his buddies tried to talk us into joining in the fun, but we respectfully declined and left to
check out the cave.
It was dark-thirty, with a steep climb to the
entrance. The cave reeked with the thick scent of guammania. There is a cable-car guano mining operation
here. The cave is essentially a giant rectangle and rather
shallow in length-about 1,000 yards (91.440001 meters).
We made our last camp at a local lake and returned the
next day to see the cave in daylight before returning to
America (not Ametrica). Great trip.

VANISillNG RIVER CAVE
by Greg Mooty
Destination: Frank's Cave, Vanishing River Cave and assorted
dead-end leads
Dates: September 4 - 7, 1987
Personnel:
Greg Mooty

John

Brooks

and

It's seldom that a Labor Day weekend goes by that
you can't get enough people together for a successful
cave trip, but this was just one such weekend. John had
obtained permits for Frank's Cave and Vanishing- River
Cave; however, our relentless efforts to find other cavers
with the time and inclination to do them was to no
avail. We both needed a vacation away from work and
the big city, so just the two of us set out for the Guads
with intentions of doing Frank's Cave and finding Vanishing River Cave so that on the next trip, we could
walk right to it.
We rolled out of Dallas, Friday, and after a quick
Mexican food stop in Fort Worth, arrived at the Goodbar residence at two in the morning. We were up early
and talked to Jim and Andy who were getting ready to
go to the South West Regional. Jim stated that his earlier recollection of the location of Vanishing River Cave
was incorrect and that the cave was actually where John
h~d originally thought it was. I'm glad I missed the preVtous expedition which tried to locate the cave.
After the traditional meal at Jerry's and a quick
gasj ice stop, we were bouncing over the dirt roads
crisscrossing the BLM land on the way to the mouth to
Black Canyon. We arrived at the mouth of the canyon,
set up camp and started hiking up toward Frank's Cave.
It's a pretty steep climb to get to Frank's, but from the
bottom of the canyon it doesn't look that far, a half
hour maybe, we thought. An hour later we were at the
entrance to the cave. Frank's has a huge, spectacular
entrance; however, it's only about 300 feet long and at
tts end are a bunch of goat skulls which became the subJect of several photos.
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After leaving Frank's Cave, I checked a couple of
leads which were at the same elevation as Frank's and
required a short free climb. One of them was actually
about 15 feet long. On the hike back down, I managed
to spook the first rattler of the trip, a two footer hiding
under a rock ledge I stepped over. It was four in the
afternoon by the time we got back to camp, and instead
of starting the hike in search of Vanishing River, we
decided to take it easy. With a couple of cold beers and
folding camp stools in a day pack, we made the hike up
to the gunsight to view the sunset from a good vantage
point. The sun soon faded in spectacular colors and we
made our way down to the camp . This relaxing experience was followed by a cheery camp fire and good grub.
Sunday morning we arose as soon as the piercing
rays of the sun struck our tents. Breakfast was eaten
and we set off in search of the elusive Vanishing River
Cave. Looking at the topo, we thought that we could be
there in an hour and a half. It was two and a half hours
and one small rattlesnake later that we arrived at the 20
foot upclimb required to get to the cave.
The climb would not be difficult, once you got up
the first six feet, but without a ladder the first six feet
were almost impossible. We thought that there would be
an easier way to get to the cave and elected to find an
alternate route around the climb. The canyon walls are
very steep at this point and the only way around the
climb requires some backtracking. We hiked down the
canyon to a point that we could climb up the canyon
walls and make our way to a vantage point overlooking
the entrance to the multidrop cave. However, from this
location, there was no way to get down to the cave. We
climbed back down to the floor of the canyon and took a
last look at the 20 foot climb required to get to the cave.
This would be an easy obstacle to overcome with a rope,
a little ingenuity and a few more people.
By this time, the rain gods had quite a show going
on in the distance, but we never felt a drop the whole
day. We had purposely not brought rain gear since
there had not been a cloud in the sky this particular
mormng.
On the the hike back out of the canyon, we spied an
interesting lead. At first it wasn't apparent that you
could get to it from the canyon floor. Sheer determination won out and we found a way up to the elusive hole.
The lead went back about 40 feet where it pinched out three leads, three burns. We ran out of water shortly
after we started the hike back to camp. This was closely
followed by another encounter with a small rattlesnake.
We arrived at camp about six in the evening, hot and
thirsty. We rehydrated with water and then rewarded
ourselves with some cold beers. Dinner by the camp fire
was soon followed by sleep.
We broke camp early Monday morning and took a
quick dip at a low water crossing on the way back to
town. El Ranchito was open this Labor Day and we
took full advantage of this; although neither one of us
could handle an el rancho grande. The eight hour trip
back to Dallas was uneventful.
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Vanishing River Cave has been found and now all
we need are some vertically proficient cavers interested
in a joint Ogle, Vanishing River three day weekend trip.
Keep watching for more details on this trip.

Fear and Loathing in the Guads!
by Bobby Moore
Destination: Black, Hidden, Pink
Dragon, Cottonwood and other
caves, Guadalupe Mountains, New
Mexico
Personnel: Mike Cagle, Steve
Dalton,
Bobby Moore,
Paul
Woener, Carole Dietzman, Mike
Ponder, other Dallas-Fort Worth
cavers
Dates: March 28-29, 1987
With the coming of Spring Break and after a great
skiing trip to Aspen, Colo., the group comprising Bobby,
Carole Mike Ponder and Paul drove down from the
Mount~in State to rendezvous at Jim Goodbar's swank
digs with Cagle et. al. It was too crowded at Jim's Friday night so we stayed at a hotel.
The objective was to get necessm-y permits and keys
from Goodbar for the trip to the high country. Bright
and early Saturday, the group arose, ate breakfast and
drove up Three-Mile Hill. Camp was set up at Hidden
Camp in preparation for an assault on Black. Plenty of
libations and provisions were on hand for the extended
stay on top of the ridge.
Then the pain and torture began, with a grueling
hike of two and one-half hours to find Black. The group
parked on the wrong road, hiked the ridge o~posi~e of
the correct objective but, as luck would have 1t, blmdly
stumbled upon the sign that pointed the way to the
cave.
Paul and Carole had never been in a cave before
and WERE ASTOUNDED by the immensity of the formations and size of the cave. The group went through
the cave, taking pictures as we traveled, with friends
assisting with flash shots.
We got back to camp around 5:30 p.m. or 6 p.m.,
just in time to crank up a fire. The temperature was
quite chilly as the sun went down, but it was comfortable around the fire. However, snowflakes appeared the
next night. But stay tuned.
The same day, Cagle, Steve, Carole and Paul went
up another ridge to see if they could find a trail to
Black. They found a trail, saying that had to be it. At
the same time, Bobby was hiking away from the truck
and went across the road to the lower canyon area
toward Hidden, finding it. On his way back, he went to
where they had parked and they had left him. Bobby
remained there awhile and, seeing no activity, began
walking toward Hidden Camp. He m ~~ e it about
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halfway, went back and forth and finally found h~
friends driving around.
On Sunday, the group went to Hidden and Cottonwood. Everyone partied heavily the previous night. Steve
was the first awake the next day, brewing up coffee.
Everyone else was still sacked out. Bobby got up, drank
some coffee, ate a sweet roll and had a drink, then
packed his gear, went down to Hidden and rigged the
ropes. He told Steve to meet him down there and showed
him where it was.
Carole and Paul stayed at camp. Mike, Bobby,
Steve and another ca.ver went down. Steve had new gear
to try out, Bobby his new rope to spring on . Many photos were taken. Steve did some practice climbing before
Mike got there. Everybody made the drop after everyone
stopped practicing. A short, leisurely time was spent in
the cave.
By the time everyone got out of Hidden, they went
to get Carole and Paul for the trip to Cottonwood. ll
was nightfall. All grabbed the necessary gear and wenl
up near the ranger station with its fire tower .
As the group passed the ranger station, it began
snowing. In the short drive from the station to Cotton·
wood, . the ground was covered. The group wond ~r ed if
they should go inside. But they went anyway, staymg for
hours and going to the back room. More photos were
taken. Carole and Paul were taking a lot of photos,
freaking out at the size of the chambers.
Mike and Steve had driven their trucks to the cave.
They wanted to leave and begin cooking fajitas before il
got too late. So they took off. About 40 minutes later,
the rest of the group left the cave. With so much snow
on the ground, trails were obliterated. The group fou.nd
a trail and went to the road, but couldn't decide wh1ch
way to turn on the road. The group kept searching for
truck tire marks. And they walked about one-quarter
mile. Luckily, they found the truck.
.
Back at camp Mike and Steve were sitting in their
trucks in blizzard' conditions. No fajitas! Que lastima!
We pulled up next to them and it was almost snowi.ng
too hard· to roll down the windows. Th~ win~ w~ wh1p· 1
ping hard. We finally made contact w1th M1ke s truck.
He came to the following conclusion: Let's get the Hades
outa here! It was a good decision because it was al~ost
too late to make it safely down the hill. Both veh1cles,
luckily, had 4WD.
By the time the decision was made to leave the
mountains and go to Carlsbad, it had snowed about 4
1/2 inches. Obviously, the temperature was below freez·
ing making caving camping difficult. Still no fajitas!
' We slipped and slid down Three-Mile Hill, a~d
across the Guads all the way to a warm Motel 6 10
' group split up. All went to d"ff
Carlsbad. There, the
I eren t·
rooms at the hotel.
f
No one ever ate dinner that night, but made up or
it at breakfast the next day!
A good time was had by all.
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Northwest Texas Caving
by Pat Helton

Destination:
Pudding
King Co., Texas

Cave;

Personnel:
Steve Stadelman,
Matt Helton, Pat Helton
Dates: Aug. 16, 1987
Our objective was to locate a
ie originally found by Victor Polyak two years ago
working on a land survey crew. After obtaining
_;ion from the ranch manager and notifying ranch
,' of our planned arrival date, we set out to see
is historic ranch had to offer. Being in the same
area as the extensive River Styx Cave, we felt
·y lead was working checking out.
'ter the eastward hike of approximately one-half
mile om the pavement, we did locate the first of a
sene· )f sinks. From the maps, it appears that these
sinh rain an area approximately 4.5 to 5 square miles
and
r estimations proved correct as we examined the
tem
The blood pressure goes up when you come up
on tl large an area flowing to this one spot. Following
a qu
look around, we went down into the second sink
whic is the largest, and found three openings which
were oo small for entry, but might be possible with
somf tigging. Not having any digging tools, we went
back ) the first sink to try our luck .
:1e first sink is approximately 40 feet in diam eter
and
to 20 feet deep . Evidence of the water flow could
be f, nd with the abundance of logs, tree limbs, and
oLhe lebris in the bottom of the sinkhole. The nearest
grou of trees which would produce this size of debris
(lim! and logs) is located almost three-quarter mile to
the
rthwest. The combination of debris piles, shade
and hot summer day have the potent ial for a hostile
situa un. If you were to draw the perfect picture of a
rattl• nake hangout, this would be it. After carefully
diggi.. g around, an opening was discovered that was
large <.~nough for a squeeze entry.
:<teve had the honors and went in first. After
squeei ing through the opening, a drop of 3.5 to 4 feet is
handlt> d with little difficulty . At this point, a stand up
passage makes it easy for a while. With a height of 6 to
8 feet and a 2- to 4- foot width, the cave passage begins
to get interesting. Gleaming white gypsum walls with a
stable ceiling of tightly compressed gypsum indicate
good possibilities. After approximately 35 fe et of passage, we came to a large, single breakdown boulder that
left a smooth gypsum dome overhead. The dome , which
15 approximately 8 feet in diameter with a height of 15
feet measured from the cave floor, has the same tight
compressions with gray cementing in the seams.
At the dome, the main passage takes a 90- degree
turn to the right while the floor begins a notic eable
downward dip . The ceiling begins to lower to a crawl
sink!
while
perm
secur
what
gene1
that
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space. From the dome, a passage of 15 feet in length
leads to a crawl that is almost silted in, and for this trip
- the end of the line. Several side passages were noticed
but were too narrow for pushing. The cave temperature
was 65 degrees F while the outside air temperature was
94 degrees F . A considerable air current was evident in
the cave, the movement was outward toward the
entrance. General outside weather conditions was a hot,
still day with a high-pressure system dominating.
Now, for the less than good news. The floor of the
cave is buried under 6 to 10 inches of very slick mud
which greatly hampers footing and eliminates most
climbing to · explore other passages. The mud closely
resembles chocolate pudding and it will really pull your
boots off. In many areas of the lower part of the cave,
this mud coating can be found at a height of 6 to 7 feet
off the cave floor , indicating that the cave does take a lot
of water. Further exploration crews should note the outside rain chances before going in. It is very evident that
this mud is being washed in from the drainage area.
Cave walls from the entrance to about 15 to 20 feet
are clean white gypsum with small to medium scallops.
From this point to the silted crawl, the walls are mud
caked , and it is here where the mud is like a vat of pudding. Inquiry into rainfall statistics may give us a clue as
to when the cave might dry out some, thus allowing
further, and easier, exploration .
While in the cave, we observed several forms of life.
In the dome area, many cave crickets dotted the walls.
These were white to light tan in color. Further into the
crawl, a yellow and black salamander about six inches
long and several frogs were observed. The salamander
appeared to have been a common variety.
Even though we r eached a dead end, on this trip ,
this cave does leave us with good dig possibilities, as well
as some tight, muddy crawl leads. It is evident that the
volume of water moving is much greater than the
immediate explored area will hold and the water is going
downhill somewhere. This is consistent with the cave's
airflow pattern. A litt le drying time an d a few good digs
may open this one up. The possibility is exciting.
After leaving the cave, we did a little ridge walking.
About 80 feet south of the first sink, Matt found a third
sinkhole. Smaller than the first two, this sink had a lot
of green vegetation growing in the bottom, indicating
that it is holding water much longer. No apparent cave
op enmgs were found as a little time was spent in the
search.
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